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HU Credits: 2

Degree/Cycle: 1st degree (Bachelor)

Responsible Department: History
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Semester: 1st Semester

Teaching Languages: Hebrew

Campus: Mt. Scopus

Course/Module Coordinator: Dr. Semion Goldin

Coordinator Email: semyon.goldin@mail.huji.ac.il

Coordinator Office Hours:

Teaching Staff:
Dr. Semion Goldin
Course/Module description:
The course deals with the development and ideology of national movements in Eastern Europe in 19th-20th centuries. We will trace the long-term processes and crucial events that shaped the history of Eastern Europe in the modern period. We will examine the connection between national ideology and political development of East-European countries.

Course/Module aims:

Learning outcomes - On successful completion of this module, students should be able to:
The course will teach you about:
- Basic historical processes of East-European history of modern period.
- Current trends in research of nationalism relevant to East-European history.
- Comparative analysis of historical processes and phenomena in different countries.

Attendance requirements(%):

Teaching arrangement and method of instruction:

Course/Module Content:

Lesson 1, 18.10.2018, if you write a thesis on Europe? Europe forgotten countries?

Read:
Janowski, Maciej, Pitfalls and Opportunities. The Concept of East Central Europe as a Tool of Historical Analysis, European Review of History: Revue europeenne d'histoire, Vol. 6, No. 1, 1999, pp. 91 100;

Lesson 2, 25.10.2018, "the concept of" the development of the movement of the 19th. persisted the idea of the concept.


Kiss, Endre, "A Typology of Nineteenth Century Concepts of Nationhood", East

19-

Sinia Maleaevi, "Did Wars Make Nation-States in the Balkans? Nationalisms, Wars and States in the 19th and early 20th Century South East Europe", Journal of Historical Sociology Vol. 25 No. 3 September 2012, pp. 299-330;

Sinia Maleaevi, "Did Wars Make Nation-States in the Balkans? Nationalisms, Wars and States in the 19th and early 20th Century South East Europe", Journal of Historical Sociology Vol. 25 No. 3 September 2012, pp. 299-330;

Sinia Maleaevi, "Did Wars Make Nation-States in the Balkans? Nationalisms, Wars and States in the 19th and early 20th Century South East Europe", Journal of Historical Sociology Vol. 25 No. 3 September 2012, pp. 299-330;
_required reading:

שעור 14, 17.01.2019,

**Required Reading:**


**References:**


5. Janowski, Maciej, "Pitfalls and Opportunities. The Concept of East — Central Europe as a Tool of Historical Analysis", European Review of History: Revue europeenne d'histoire, Vol. 6, No. 1, 1999, pp. 91 — 100;


17. Janowski, Maciej, "Pitfalls and Opportunities. The Concept of East — Central Europe as a Tool of Historical Analysis", European Review of History: Revue europeenne d'histoire, Vol. 6, No. 1, 1999, pp. 91 — 100;


Shuro 12, 2019.03.01. "himn hlyamot?" Ziv l'amonet shel amnunot avdircelot b'menuh ayrupa.
Kriah:

Shuro 13, 2019.10.01. l'amonot belkimet b'meha h-19 hayro: hamehah ao meyot?
Kriah:
Sinia Maleaevi[], "Did Wars Make Nation-States in the Balkans? Nationalisms, Wars and States in the 19th and early 20th Century South East Europe", Journal of Historical Sociology Vol. 25 No. 3 September 2012, pp. 299-330;

Shuro 14, 2019.17.01. melhmat ha'uolot ha'reishonah, hatnunot hlayamim unobestot shel "ha'ariof teshuva" lavra melhmat.
Kriah:

Additional Reading Material:

Course/Module evaluation:

End of year written/oral examination 0 %
Presentation 0 %
Participation in Tutorials 30 %
Project work 70 %
Assignments 0 %
Reports 0 %
Research project 0 %
Quizzes 0 %
Other 0 %

Additional information: